DNA extraction and stability for epidemiological studies.
During the last few years, an important development of molecular biology techniques has been observed in research and clinical laboratories, and consequently the availability of DNA is becoming essential for epidemiological studies. Several DNA extraction procedures have been proposed. However as the quantity and quality of the DNA extracted is very variable, standardization of the storage of samples, and of extraction procedures becomes essential. Three steps will be considered. (i) Procedures of whole blood preservation prior to extraction which seem to affect yield and purity of the DNA extracted; (ii) DNA extraction procedures, which must be validated by a systematic DNA quality control using DNA molecular weight screening and spectrophotometric analysis, and also by verification that the DNA obtained is well adapted for molecular biology applications; (iii) the third important factor to study is the storage of DNA, since data on short-term (several months) and especially on long-term (several years) DNA stability is often missing and/or conflicting. Detailed studies must be done in order to establish guidelines for proper handling of genetic material.